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Abstract

A new computer code ACOCT has been developed in order to simulate the

atomic collisions in the crystalline target within the binary collision

approximation. The present code is more convenient as compared with the

MARLOWE code, and takes the higher-order simultaneous collisions into

account. To cheke the validity of the ACOCT program, we have calculated

sputtering yields for various ion-target combinations and compared with

the MARLOWE results. It is found that the calculated yields by the ACOCT

program are in good agreements with those by the MARLOWE code. The ejec-

tion patterns of sputtered atoms were also calculated for the major sur-

faces of fee, bec, diamond and hep structures, and we have got reasonable

agreements with experimental results. In order to know the effects of the

simultaneous collision in the slowing down process the sputtering yields

and the projected ranges are calculated, changeing the parameter of the

criterion for the timulatneou* collision, and the effect of the simul-

taneous collision is found to depend on the crystal orientation.



I. INTRODUCTION

Up to now we have a lot of computer simulation codes of atomic collisions

in solids, which may be roughly be divided into two groups; molecular

dynamics (HD) calculations, where a model crystal is treated taking

projectile-target as well as target-target interactions into account, and

binary collision approximation (BCA), where only one collision between two

atoms is handled at a time.

Recently, the historical developments of both branches have been reviewed

in details by Andersen [11. In his review article the merits and demerits

of both methods are discussed. In the case of BCA calculations, collision

between moving particles are excluded, and some nonlinear effects must be

priori be absent, while HD calculations proceed in real time and do take

moving atoms as well as target changes into account. Up to now nonlinear

effects in sputtering is not well specified, and truly nonlinear effects

are of thermal or quasithermal nature. HD calculations can treat in prin-

ciple these thermal effects in sputtering, but it will take a large model

with many atoms to be followed for a very long computer time to be able to

see them. Now it is more convienient to simulate atomic collisions in

solids by BCA, employing some appropriate models. Therefore, the main con-

cern is BCA calculations.

There are a lot of computer simulation codes based on the binary collision

approximation, i.e., MARLOWE [2], TRIM.SP [3] and ACAT [4]. MARLOWE code

was developed to simulate atomic collisions in a crystalline target and it

can be applicable to the simulation of atonic collisions in random target

by rotating the crystal axis randomly at each collision event.

On the other hand, TRIM [5] code has been designed to simulate atomic col-

lisions in the random target assuming the fixed mean free path with the

value N"ll/3 (N is the number density of target atoms) and the impact

parameter is randomly selected at each collision. Recently Biersack and

Eckstein [3] modified the previous existing TRIM [5] code in order to fol-

low the recoil atoms as well as ions. This modified TRIM code is named as

TRIM.SP.

In the ACAT program an amorphous target is simulated employing the so-

called cell model [4,6], in which a target atom is randomly selected at a

simple cubic cell of a lattice constant Ro = N"
1 / 3. In the MARLOWE and



ACAT codes, the position of an atom is uniquely determined, and the impact

parameter is calculated through the relation between the direction of the

moving particle and the position of the target atom. As a matter of

course, both TRIM.SP and ACAT codes cannot be applied to a single crystal

target.

Using three lattice translation vectors and associated reciprocal lattice

vectors in order to determine the atomic position close to a moving

particle, Tamamura and Takeuchi [7,8] simulated atomic collisions in

monocrystalline solids and applied this simulation method to calculations

of surface semichanneling effects of reflected particles and large-angle

surface ion scattering. Tamamura and Ohtsuki [9] modified this simulation

code so as to calculate the photon spectrum emitted from an axially-

channeled electron and a planar channeled positron.

The previously existing simulation code mentioned above was modified in

order to follow the recoil atoms as well as the ion. The basic concept of

the simulation procedure of atomic collisions in the crystalline solids -

which is used in the present program ACOCT - is the same as that of the

ACAT program except the searching procedure of a collision partner. In

MARLOWE program they used a list which is made of the positions of several

atoms in the crystal, and the necessary atomic positions in the crystal

are generated at will by using this list in conjunction with the position

of a lattice site close to any moving atom in the cascade

In the ACOCT program the atomic position close to a moving atom is deter-

mined by using the three primitive translation lattice vectors, three

reciprocal lattice vectors and the position vectors of the atoms of the

basis. And a moving atom collides with an target atom of the basis at-

tached to a lattice point which is close to the moving atom, and the

simultaneous collisions are also taken into account. The details of the

calculation methods are presented in the following chapters.

II . PHYSICAL HODEL

The ACOCT program was developed to simulate the Atomic Collisions in a

Crystalline Target within the binary collision approximation. The ACOCT

program includes the necessary physical constants such as sublimation

energy, atomic mass , density, crystal structure, lattice parameter and

bulk Debye temperature of each element [10,11].



2.1 The Model of the Crystal Structure

An ideal crystal is composed of atom* arranged on a lattice defined by

three fundamental translation vectors c^,c2 and c3. In the ACOCT progran

we used the crystal property that the crystal structure is formed when a

basis of atoms is attached identically to each lattice point, and the

ACOCT program can treat, in principle, any kind of the crystal structure

with a primitive basis of more than one atoms, but now simple cubic (sc),

face-centered cubic (fee), body-centered cubic (bec), diamond and

hexagonal close-packed (hep), NaCl, CsCl, zinc blende and flourite struc-

tures are easily to be handled. The position of the center of atom j of

the basis is written as

ZjC3 ( j = 1, 2, 3 .. k), (1)

relative to a lattice point, where 0 S Xj, yj, zj S 1. The thermal

vibrations are taken into account in a usual manner [2].

In the ACOCT program there are two different coordinates. The one is the

absolute coordinate fixed to the crystal, where the x-y plane is on the

solid surface, and the direction of the z axis is opposite to the surface

normal. The other one is the moving coordinate which is fixed to the

moving particle. In Table 1 we show the typical crystal structures, three

translation lattice vectors and the position vectors (Xj, y^, Zj) of atom

j of the basis whose representations are given in the unit of the lattice

constant in the absolute coordinate of which the x-y plane is the crystal

surface with the lowest indexes. The values of the axial ratio c/a of the

hep structure are stored in the ACOCT code. When one consider the other

surface plane, the representations of the translation lattice vectors, as-

sociated reciprocal vectors and the position vectors r^ of atom j of the

basis are transformed into those in a new coordinate relevant to the new

surface.

2.2 The Binary Collision Approximation

In the ACOCT progran the atomic collisions are considered to be composed
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of the elastic part and the electron excitation part, and the elastic

collision is treated by the binary collision approximation. The trajec-

tories of two particles interacting according to a conservative central

repulsive force are shown in Fig. 1. The equation of notion which

describes these trajectories can be manipulated in the usual manner to

yield the scattering angle in the center-of-mass (CM) system [2,12]

00

6 - n - 2pJ dr[r2g(r)]"1 (2)
rO

and time integral

T = <r 0
2 - p 2 ) 1 / 2 - S drt(gtr))"1 - (1 - p2/r2)~1/2],(3)

where

g(r) = tl - p 2/r 2 - V(r)/ErJ
1/2 , (4)

p is the impact parameter, E E is relative kinetic energy, r is the inter-

atomic separation, V(r) is the interatomic potential, and r0 is the ap-

sidal distance defined by g(r0) = 0. The relative kinetic energy is given

as

E r = AE0/(A + 1) , (S)

where E o is the incident energy of the projectile and A = M2/Mj is the

ratio of the mass of the target atom M 2 and that of the projectile Mj. In

the ACOCT code, the CM scattering angle and the time integral are ini-

tially calculated by four-point Gauss-Legendre quadrature according to

Everhart's method [13] and are stored in the two-dimensional matrix. The

scattering angle and the time integral at each collision are evaluated

with the help of the two-dimensional extrapolation formula.

In the ACOCT program the particle is assumed to move along the straight

line segments, these being the asymptotes of the binary encounter in the

laboratory (L) system. In constructing the trajectory of the projectile.



one has to note that the deflection point is shifted backward in the L

system by an amount xlr which is shown in Fig. 1. For the trajectory of

the recoil atom, the starting point is shifted forward by an amount x2

from the initial position of the target atom. The explicit expressions of

x1 and x2 are as follows [2,121:

x : = t2T + (A-l) p tan(e/2)]/(A + 1), (6)

x2 = p tanO /2) - xx. (7)

The conversion of the CM system to the L system follows standard

procedure. The scattering angles of the projectile and the target are

A sine

6 = tan"1 , (8)

1 + A cos6

0 = n n - 6 /2 . (9)

The kinetic energy Te transferred to the target atom in the collision is

T, = r E0sin
26 /2 , (10)

where

r = . (11)
(M2 + M 2 )

2

The energy of the projectile alter scattering is

(12)



2.3 The Interatomic Potential

In the ACOCT program we employed the screened Coulomb potential

V(r) = i> (r/aB), (13)

where 0 (x) is the screening function, a, is the screening length, and Zt

and %2 a r e the atomic numbers of projectile and target atom, respectively.

The screening function of the interatomic potential V(r) can be chosen in

the ACOCT program from seven options, i.e., the Moliere [14], the Kr-C

[15], the Ziegler [16], Lenz-Jensen (LJ) [17], aLJ [18], aHLJ [19] and the

Sommerfeld approximations [20], where the screening length of the Moliere

and the Kr-C approximations are the Firsov one [21], and that of the LJ,

the aLJ, the aHLJ *nd the Sommerfeld approximations are the Lindhard

screening length [22]. The screening length of the Ziegler approximation

is the Ziegler screening length [16].

2.4 The Electronic Energy Loss

For the estimations of the electronic energy loss A E e the ACOCT code has

three options, i.e., the trajectory-dependent energy loss model (the non-

local model), the Oen-Robinson energy loss model [23] (the local model)

and the mixed model.

1) The trajectory-dependent energy loss model (the non-local model)

This model is independent of the impact parameter, i.e.

A E 0 = LmNSe(E), (14)

where L a is the distance between collisions, and Se(E) is the electronic
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stopping cross section.

For hydrogen we used the following fitting formula of the electronic stop-

ping cross section which was originally proposed by Varelas and Biersack

[24,25]

Se(E) = A ^
0 - 5 , (15)

1 H 1 " " 1 , (16)

where

sLow
H

SHIGHH = U 3 / E ) l n t l + (A4/E) + A 5E], (18)

and parameters A1, A2, A3, A4 and As are stored in the ACOCT code, and E

is the hydrogen energy in keV/amu.

For helium isotopes we used the five-parameter fitting formula of Ziegler

table [24,251,

Se(E)"
1 = ( S L Q ^ 6 ) " 1 + (SHK-H 1 1 6)" 1 , (19)

where

SLOWH" = B 1 E B Z ' < 2 0 )

SHIGHHC = <B3/K)ln(l + (B4/E) + B 5E), (21)

E is He energy in keV, and these five parameters are stored in the ACOCT

code.

For other heavy ions, the Mndhard-Scharff energy loss model is employed

[26], i.e..



Se(E) = K LE
1 / 2, (22)

where the Lindhard electronic stopping coefficient KL is given as

1.2i2Z1
7/6 Z 2

KL = t(eV) 1 / 2 A 2 ] , (23)

and Wj is the atonic weight of the projectile.

2) The Oen-Robinson energy loss model (the local model) [23]

This model depends on the impact-parameter p through the apsidal distance

in the binary collision, i.e..

0.045

Se(E) expt - O.3ro(p,E)/af], (24)
2n a 2(i - a )

where the factor (1 - a ) is a correction term due to the finiteness of

the impact parameter in the solid, and Se(E) is the electronic stopping

cross section which is given in the previous discussions. The explicit

expression of a is as follows:

a » (1 + O.18611ro(p,E)/aa)exp[ - O.18661ro(p,E)/ag). (25)

3) The mixed model -

The third model is a combination of the non-local model and the local

model. In the case of sputtering phenomena recoil atoss with very low

energies are moving in the solid, and their free paths are too short to

apply the non-local model for the electronic energy loss, because the non-

local model is the macroscopic representation of the electronic energy

loss process. In the mixed model of the ACOCT code, for X (E) < 5R0, the

electronic energy loss is calculated by the local model, and tor X (E) >
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SR0, the energy loss is calculated by the non-local model. Here X (E) is

the effective mean free path which is given as \ (E) = 1/ Nb2, where b is

the collision diameter defined by b = ro(O,E).

2.5 The Searching Procedure of a Collision Partner

The procedure of searching the collision partner of the ACOCT program is

simple. Let the projectile move in the direction «p. The notation

"projectile" is used here for the ion or any recoil atom moving in the

solid. In the ACOCT program, the projectile flies from the position R

step by step by an amount A x along the direction ep (see Fig. 2), and the

position of the projectile Rn after n steps is R + nAxep. As is shown in

Fig.2, let us consider the plane perpendicular to the direction ep and in-

cluding the position Rn. In the ACOCT we consider the following nine

points on this plane which are shown by the solid circles in Fig. 2:

*! * Rn - *adl' S2 x Rn " rm ( dl

S3 • Rn " rm d2- S 4 = Rn - r ^ ^ a

S5 = Rn , S 6 = Rn • rm(dx - d2)/V
r2, (26)

S 7 = Rn + rBd2, S 8 = Rn + r^di + d2)/\/~2,

S g = Rn + zmilr

where

a : = ( cos0 , - sin* , 0 ) T , (27)

d2 = ( cosw sin0 cosh) cos0 , -sinw ) T , (28)

and r,, is half of the nearest neighbour distance. The superscript T of

Eqs.(27) and (28) means the transpose operation. Here we assume that the

direction of the moving projectile is
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•p = ( cos0 slnu , wimp sinw , cosw ) T . (29)

In order to obtain the proper lattice point of which the basis includes a

collision partner, we can determine nine lattice points nearest to these

nine points of Eq.(26) in the following manner:

ui = Bilcl + »i2c2 * Mi3c3 ' 1 = 1'2 9' ( 3 0 )

where

•i;J = t Cj • Sj + 0.5 ] . (31)

Here, the square bracket of Eq.(31) is the Gaussian bracket, and the vec-

tor Cj is the reciprocal lattice vector relevant to ci# Average speaking,

two or three lattice points among nine lattice points of Eg.(30) are

independent.

Let the maxiDUD number of the independent lattice points near the moving

particle be Mc. In the case of one atom basis such as fee metal and bec

metal there is only one atom at the lattice point and we select a colli-

sion partner among Mc atoms attached to each lattice point. Let the posi-

tion of a collision partner be RA. Then, the following conditions should

be held:

(RA - R) • ep > R m i n , (32)

I RA - Rl = »in { I Sj - Rl } , (33)

iSM c

where RM^n = (R^t - R)R «p. Here RA' is the position of the previous col-

lision partner. The inequality of Eg.(32) is employed so that multiple

collisions at the same site are avoided. The procedure of searching a

collision partner for two atom basis is similar to the case of one atom

basis.
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The impact parameter p of this encounter is given as

(RA - R) X ep I . (34)

The CM scattering angle and the time integral for this collision are

easily obtained from the pro-calculated two-dimensional matrix.

If there are two atoms whose distances from the position R are nearly

equal and for which the impact parameters are also nearly equal, this col-

lision should be treated as the simultaneous collision. The simultaneous

collision of a many-particle encounter will be discussed later in detail.

As was already mentioned above, in the ACOCT program, we introduced two

different coordinates. The one is the absolute coordinate fixed to the

target. The other is the moving coordinate which is fixed to the moving

projectile, where the direction of the z axis of the moving coordinate is

equal to «p. In Fig. 3 these two coordinate are schematically shown in

the spherical trigonometry. The X, Y and Z in Fig. 3 correspond to the x,

y and z axes of the absolute coordinate, while the A, B and P to the x, y

and z axes of the moving coordinates. The direction eA of the A axis is

chosen to be

• p X tep X (RA - R)]

eA = (35)

and the direction «B of the B axis is [eA X e p ] . The direction S of the

P-A plane of Fig. 3 is that of the scattered projectile after collision,

and d is the scattering angle in the L system which is given in Eq.(8).

The direction es' of the projectile after collision is represented by

• s' = (sine , 0, cos© ) T (36)

in the moving coordinate. Transforming the bases of the moving coordinate

13



into those of the absolute coordinate yields the direction S in the ab-

solute system which is given as follows:

•S = Tes' , (37)

where T = (eA, eB, ep) is the inverse matrix of the transformation matrix

of the bases between the moving coordinate and the absolute one.

2.6 The Searching Procedure of a Collision Partner near the Surface

The surface scattering vith the target atom at the topmost layer, which is

suffered by an incoming or outgoing particle, is very important for the

angular distributions of reflected particles and sputtered recoil atoms,

especially for oblique incidence. In the ACOCT program we select a proper

collision partner from nine candidates for one atom basis or 18 candidates

for two atom basis, and so the searching procedure for the projectile in

the vacuum is the same as that in the bulk.

Inside the solid a target atom which satisfy the conditions of Eqs.(32)

and (33) is always a collision partner, and the roughness of the binary

collision approximation will be smeared out statistically due to sub-

sequent collisions. In the case of the surface scattering of a outgoing

particle with a surface atom, its deClection angle due to the subsequent

surface scatterings is always additive, and the breakdown of the binary

collision approximation is very severe. Therefore, we must replace Eq.

(32) by

(RA - R) • ep > max(R1Bin, x x) . (38)

This searching procedure of the leaving particle is repeated until the im-

pact parameter between the leaving particle and the surface atom is larger

than the nearest neighbour distance, and this leaving particle with the

large impact parameter is regarded as escaping the repulsive region of the

solid surface.

The surface binding energy Ua has a significant influence on the total
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sputtering yields, and also on the angular distribution and energy dis-

tributions of sputtered atoms. The above-mentioned aspects of surface

binding are important in structureless media as well as in crystalline

ones, but in the latter case there is the additional feature that the sur-

face binding energy depends on crystal orientation. In the ACOCT program

the surface binding energy acts in the form of a planar attractive poten-

tial upon the atom which is leaving the surface, and results in a refrac-

tion or even a reflection back into the solid, depending on energy and

angle of the leaving particle.

2.7 Simultaneous Collisions

Apart from atomic collisions in the random targets the treatment of th>

simultaneous collision is very important for in a crystalline target, be-

cause the channeling particle plays an substantial role from the physical

point of view. Unfortunately, since the simultaneous collision is a many-

body encounter, the rigorous estimate is impossible.

In Fig. 4 we show a schematical representation of the possible simul-

taneous collisions in three dimensions which can be considered in the

ACOCT program. First of all let us consider simultaneous collision of the

projectile with several target atoms, where mc is number of target atoms

relevant to the simultaneous collision. In the ACOCT program the

criterion of the simultaneous collision is the following:

I Pi - Pj I < P m i n i * j , ( i,j * mc ), (39)

I ( R4 - Rj) • epl < Q m i n i * j , ( i,j S mc ), (40)

where p^ are the impact parameters between the projectile and the i-th

atom whose position is denoted by Rt, and P ni n and Q Bi n are the preas-

signed values.

The direction of the projectile after a simultaneous collision is assumed

to be the sum of the scattered directions of the independent binary

collisions, i.e..
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•s =

whore e s j is the scattered direction of the binary collision between the

projectile and the i-th atom. On the other hand, we assume that the each

recoil direction after the simultaneous collision is equal to that deter-

mined independently in the binary collision.

The energy Te ±' transferred to the i-th atom is given as

Te,i'

so as to hold the conservation law of energy, where Te ^ is the energy

transferred to the atom in the independent binary collisions, and

m cE 0 + (mc - l)T t o t ) , (43)

where T t o t = I t e | i .

The energy of the projectile after the simultaneous collision is assumed

to be

Ej = H (Eo - ). (44)

2.8 Thermal Vibration*

The treatment of thermal vibrations is the same as that of the MARLOWE

code [2]. He used the Einstein model where atoms in the target are con-

sidered to vibrate free from each other. A Gaussian distribution is

employed for the probability distribution function of thermal displacement

f(u), i.e.,

f(u) = (271 U1)"
1/2exp( -U 2/2U! 2), (45)
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where u is the displacement and u1 is the one-dimensional rms value. The

one-dimensional rms thermal vibration amplitude is calculated using a

Debye model of the solid [27], i.e..

12.1 { [ * (x)/x + l/4]/M2TD}
 1 / 2 A , (46)

where TD is the Debye temperature which is stored in ACOCT code for every

elements, <J> (x) is the Debye function, x is given by x = Tp/T, and T is

the crystal temperature.

2.9 Cascade Development

For the cascade development we have used three parameters, i.e., the bulk

binding energy Eb, the displacement energy E^ and the minimum energy E c

until which the cascade continues to develop. These three parameters are

the input data.

Let us consider a collision from which the original projectile emerges

with kinetic energy Ej after transferring kinetic energy T e to the target

atom. The target atom is displaced if its energy exceeds a sharp

threshold energy E d. At the same time it may be required to overcome a

bulk binding energy. If Te > E d, the target atom is added to the cascade

with the kinetic energy E 2 = Te - Efa. The cascade develops continuously

so long as their energies exceed a preassigned value E c.

Once a new recoil atom is ejected from its original site a vacancy will be

left even for the case of replacement collision which takes place when T e

> E d and Ej is less than the lesser of E c and E d, because this trapped

projectile still has kinetic energy which must be dissipated before it

gets the well-defined position. The time required for this energy dis-

sipation will exceed the time needed to generate the cascade. Roughly

speaking, the bulk binding energy will be of the order of the vacancy for-

mation energy, i.e., about 1 eV for fee metals and about 3 eV for bec

metals.

There are several models for the bulk binding energy in the simulation of

sputtering process. However, bulk binding energies are of little in-
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fluence on the sputtering results, because E b is usually snail compared

with the transferred energy at high energy bombardment. Moreover most

spattered atoms originated in the surface layer where the binding energy

E b is not equal to or will be smaller than the vacancy formation energy

in the bulk. On the other hand, from the viewpoint of radiation damage,

sputtering phenomenon is in a sense a transient phenomenon which is dif-

ferent from other radiation phenomena such as radiation damage where the

displacement energy E d is of the order of 25 eV. The displacement energy

is the minimum energy required to produce the stable Frenkel pair. Since

almost all sputtered atoms originate in the surface layer, we need not use

the criterion whether the recoil atom get the kinetic energy enough for

the stable Frenkel pair or not. Then, in the case of simulating sputter-

ing process the following simple model is used in the ACOCT program:

E b = 0, E c = E s, E d = E s, UB = E s, (47)

where E s is the sublimation energy.

In order t calculate the stable Frenkel pair or the spatial distribution

of vacancies after every particles are thermalized, in the ACOCT program,

the vacancy and the interstitial atom are recombined if the distance be-

tween a vacancy and an interstitial is smaller than the recombination

radius.

III. NUMERICAL RESULTS

One of the most remarkable characteristic features of monocrystal sputter-

ing is the ejection pattern which reflects the symmetry of the crystal

surface. In order to determine a collision partner close to a moving

atom, the present ACOCT program used three translation lattice vectors and

the associated reciprocal lattice vectors whose representations cor-

responding to the crystallographic orientation can be easily obtained by

the transformation of the bases between two coordinates. Therefore, it is

very easy to construct a crystal with an arbitrary surface.

In Figs. 5 through 8 we show the ejection patterns of sputtered itoms and

the relevant side views of crystal surfaces for the typical three major

planes of the fee, bee, diamond and hep crystals, where the incident ion
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is 1 keV Ar ions, and T = 0 K. In these figures the arrow mark means the

direction of the side view, and open circles in the side view mean atoms

in the same plane. The ejection mechanism of monocrystal sputtering can

be classified into three categories, i.e., the Lehmann-Sigmund (LS) [28],

the assisted focusing and the focusing [29] mechanisms. In Tables 2

through 5 the contribution of each mechanism to total yields at T = 0 K

and 300 K is listed. In the present calculations the surface reconstruc-

tion and the surface relaxation are not taken into account, and the sur-

face binding energy is assumed to be equal to the sublimation energy for

all surfaces.

As fee crystal (Fig.5) we adopted a copper crystal. In the case of no

vibrations the contribution of the focusing mechanism is very large (~

50% ), for these three faces, but thermal vibrations reduce the focusing

contribution strongly, especially for a (100) face where the focusing con-

tribution is less than 30 per cent (see Table 2). At room temperature the

contribution of the LS mechanism becomes important, especially for the

(100) face where the LS contribution is about 64 per cent. For a (110)

face we have the appreciable contribution ( ~ 25% ) from the assisted

focusing, because the surface density of the (110) face is very small.

The ACOCT ejection pattern is in good agreement with other calculated

ejection patterns [30] and the experimental patterns [31,32].

As bec crystal (Fig. 6) we adopted a molybdenum crystal. The contribution

of the focusing mechanism is snail (~ 15% ) for these three faces (see

Table 3). The main mechanism of the (100) face is the LS mechanism, that

of the (110) face is also LS mechanism, and that of the (111) face is the

assisted focusing. The effect of thermal vibrations is not so large as

compared with the fee crystal, because the bec crystal is not the close-

packed structure.

As diamond structure (Fig. 7) we adoptel a germanium crystal. Practically

speaking, the covalent crystal such as Si and Ge becomes randomized due to

heavy-ion bombardment if the dose is enough high [33]. The experimental

ejection pattern has no structure [34]. But, in this paper, we calculated

the ejection patterns for germanium in order to check the validity of the

ACOCT program. For the (100) and (110) surfaces the focusing contribution

is very small (~ 5% ,see Table 4), ani the main mechanism of the (100)

face is the assisted focusing (~ 60% ), and that of the (110) is the LS

mechanism (~ 60% ). In the case of the (111) face of a diamond structure

we have two different structures of which side views are schematically in
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Figs. 7c and 7d with corresponding ejection patterns. The contributions of

the focusing mechanism of both structures are about 20%, and the main

mechanism of Fig.7c is the assisted focusing (~ 60% ), and in the case of

the (111) face of Fig. 7d the contribution of the assisted focusing is

comparable to that of the LS mechanism.

As hep crystal (Fig. 8) we adopted a zinc crystal, and we employed (0001),

(1120) and (1010) surfaces as the major planes. The ejection pattern of

the (0001) surface is mainly due to the LS mechanism of which the con-

tribution is more than 90 per cent. The measured pattern of the Zn(0001)

surface shows the hexagonal spot pattern [35], while our calculated pat-

tern also shows the hexagonal pattern whose spots have different darkness.

As is known from Table 5, the ejection pattern of the '1120) surface is

composed of the LS contribution (~ 60% ) and the focusing contribution (

~ 40% ) which makes the central spot. In the case of the (1010) surface

of a hep crystal we have two different structures of which side views are

schematically shown in Figs. 8c and 8d with corresponding ejection

patterns. The contribution of the focusing mechanism of both structures

is very large ( ~ 50 % ), and the contribution of LS mechanism of both

structures are nearly equal to that of the assisted focusing mechanism (~

25% ). The agreement between the calculated pattern and the experimental

one is good.

In conclusions, the solid surface where the focusing mechanism plays an

important role for the sputtering satisfies the conditions that the crys-

tal structure is a close-packed structure such as fee and hep crystal and

that at the same time the close-packed row intersects the surface. On the

other hand, in the case that the density of the solid surface is low, the

assisted focusing contributes largely to the sputtering yield.

In order to check the validity of the AC0CT code, we compared the ACOCT

results with the MARLOWE results [36] and measured yields [37] in Fig. 9,

where 5 keV Ar+ ions are impinged on a (100) Cu surface as a function of

incidence, and the angle of incidence is changed by rotating the crystal

around a [011] axis in the target surface. The parameters employed in the

present calculations are the same as those of Hou and Eckstein's calcula-

tions [36], where they used the Moliere potential with the screening

lengths 0.86aF for the Ar + Cu collision and 0.77aF for the Cu + Cu colli-

sion (aF: Firsov screening length [21]), and they employed the sublimation

energy as the surface binding energy. The agreement between the ACOCT

results and the MARLOWE results is very good.
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The su7.*face binding energy has a significant influence on the total sput-

tering yields, and in the case of crystalline targets the surface binding

energy depends on the crystal orientation. In Fig. 10 we show the energy

dependences of simulated sputtering yields for Ar+ ions on various copper

surfaces, where the measured yields are also plotted as a function of Ar

ion energy [32]. The employed screening lengths and the interatomic poten-

tial are the same as those of Fig. 9, and the best-fit surface binding

energies are listed in Table 6. The energy dependence of ACOCT yields are

in good agreement with those of the experimental yields. From these cal-

culations we know the dependence of the surface binding energy on the

crystallographic orientation of the surface plane and found the following

order: Ug(122) > Us(lll) > UB(001) > Us(011). This ordering of the sur-

face binding energy agrees with Jackson's calculations [38],

In the calculations discussed above, we employed the energy-independent

criteria Projn and Q mi n for the simultaneous collision, where P mi n = 0.2L0

and Q m j n = 0.2L0 are used (LQ being the lattice constant). In order to

know the effect of the simultaneous collision on sputtering and projected

range, we assume the energy-dependent values

Pmin " Qmin = « b - <«>

where b is the collision diameter.

Calculations are performed for 3 keV Ar+ ions which are bombarded on a

zinc crystal whose sublimation energy is very small. The Kr-C potential

with the Firsov screening length is used, and the surface binding energy

is taken to be equal to the sublimation energy for all crystal surfaces.

The numerical results are sumroalized in Table 7, where RN, 7, Rp and N,

are the particle reflection coefficient, sputtering yield, projected range

and number of the simultaneous collision per an incident ion,

respectively, and 1024 primary ions are impinged for each calculation.

For larger values of P Di n and Q mi n, the sputtering yield become a little

smaller, while the projected range is more prolonged. The effect of the

simultaneous collision depends on the crystal orientation. But within the

present treatment of the simultaneous collision, this effect is not so

severe for sputtering yield, particle reflection and projected range.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS

Based on the binary collision approximation we have developed a new

simulation code ACOCT for investigating atomic collisions in a monocrys-

talline target. In the ACOCT program the atomic position of the collision

partner close to a moving particle is determined by using three transla-

tion lattice vectors and corresponding reciprocal lattice vectors, and we

used the crystal property that the crystal structure is composed of the

space lattice and the basis of atoms attached to each lattice point.

From numerical calculations it is found that the present ACOCT results are

in reasonable agreement with the MARLOWE results.

Changing the parameters for the criterion of simultaneous collisions, the

effect of the simultaneous collision on sputtering, particle reflection

and range have been investigated. It is found that this effect depends on

the crystal orientation, and that this effect is not so significant for

these physical quantites.

The present ACOCT program is now avaiable for limited crystalline targets.

But, in principle, this code will be easily extended to more general crys-

talline target which is composed of multiple components, because the crys-

tal is found by the space lattice and the basis attached to each lattice

point.
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Table 1 Three translation vectors and position vectors of

atoms in the basis for monocrystalline targets available

in the ACOCT program.

Structure Plane Translation
lattice vector

Atoms in the basis

Number Position

BCC (100)

FCC (100)

Diamond (100)

HCP (0001)

1/2
1/2

1/2

0

1/2

1/2

C

-1/2

1/2

0

-1

0

-1/2

-1/2

1/2

1/2

-1/2

0

1/2'

-1/2

0

7372

-1/2

0

1/2
-1/2

-1/2

1/2'

o
1/2

1/2'

0

1/2

0

0

c/a

0

0

0

0



Table 2 Contribution of each mechanism to total yield* for 1 keV Ar+ ions

on the major surfaces of a copper single crystal at normal incidence.

Contribution of each mechanism

Temperature

0 K

300 K

Cu
Face

(100)

(110)

(111)

(100)

(110)

(111)

Lehmann-Sigmund ted focusing

0.064

0.24

0.067

0.077

0.27

0.071

Focusing

0.42

0.51

0.51

0.29

0.42

0.41

0.
0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

51
25

43

64

31

51

Table 3 Contribution of each mechanism to total yields foe 1 keV Ar+ ions

on the major surfaces of a molybdenum single crystal at normal

incidence.

Contribution of each mechanism

Temperature

0 K

300 K

Mo
Face

(100)

(110)

(111)

(100)

(110)

(111)

Lehnann-Sigmund ted focusing

0.31

0.046

0.55

0.35

0.035

0.56

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

Focusing

17

16

094

11

15

10

0.52

0.79

0.36

0.55

0.81

0.34



Table 4 Contribution of each mechanism to total yields for 1 keV At+ ions

on the major surfaces of a germanium single crystal at normal

incidence.

Temperature Ge

Contribution of each mechanism

Face Lehmann-Sigmund Assisted focusing Focusing

0 K

300 K

(100)

(110)

(111)*

(lll)b

(100)

(110)

(lll)a

(lll)b

0.40

0.57

0.24

0.40

0.41

0.58

0.29

0.43

0.56

0.35

0.55

0.40

0.56

0.36

0.59

0.45

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

047

079

21

20

033

059

13

12

a: Fiff. 7c, b: Fig. 7d.

Table 5 Contribution of each mechanism to total yield* for 1 keV Ar* ions

on the major surfaces of a zinc single crystal at normal

incidence.

Contribution of each mechanism

Temperature Zn

Face Lehmann-Sigmund Assisted focusing Focusing

0 K

300 K

(0001)

(1120)

(1010)*

(1010)b

(0001)

(1120)

(1010)*

(1010)b

0.93

0.59

0.25

0.24

0.91

0.59

0.28

0.25

0.0

0.039

0.21

0.26

0.003

0.036

0.25

0.27

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

071

37

54

51

092

38

47

48

a: Fig. 8c, b: Fig. 8d.



Table 6 Surface binding energies of various surface* of a

copper single crystal used in calculations of Fig. 10.

_, Surface binding
P l a n e energy (eV)

(Oil) 3.2

(001) 3.5

(122) 4.7

(111) 4.1



Table 7 Effects of the simultaneous collision on particle reflection

coefficient, sputtering yield (atoas/ion), projected range (A)

and the number of simultaneous collisions for 30 keV Ar* ions

on Zn crystal.

Surface

0.1 0.2 0.5

RM
Y

(1010) R

RN
T

(0001) Rp
N.

(0001)* Rp

T

N«

(1120) Rp

Ns

0.15

23.6

50.9

1 .3

0.058

11.5

70.1

4 . 5

0.031

11.9

51.3

5 . 4

0.011

3.09

315.7

8 . 5

0.16

23.4

51.5

18.2

0.055

11.3

72.1

51.9

0.029

12.0

52.7

59.1

0.020

2.88

320.1

13.0

0.15

21.9

50.8

418.7

0.056

8.98

73.5

699.0

0.032

9 . 2

54.0

731.1

0.016

2.95

302.7

153.3

This face corresponds to (d) in Fig. 8.



PATH OF PROJECTILE

PROJECTlIE

SCATTERING ANGLE

8

PATH OF THE CENTER OF MASS

I N I T I A L LOCATION
OF TARGET ATOM

PATH OF TARGET ATOM

Fig. 1 The trajectories in the L system of two particles

interacting according to the central repulsive force. The
position of the projectile and the target atom corresponds
to the apsis of the collision [1].



Fig. 2 Schematic representation of the procedure searching a new colli-

sion partner inside the1 solid. ep is a unit vector of the direction

of a moving projectile, and R is the position of the initial location

of the projectile. The interval A x is usually equal to R0/5.



B

Fig. 3 Typical two coordinates in the spherical trigononetry,

where X, Y and Z are three axes of the absolute

coordinate, and A, B and P are those of the moving coor-

dinate fixed to the projectile.



Fig. 4 Possible simultaneous collisions in a crystalline target.
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Fig. 5 Ejection patterns for 1 keV Ar* ions on a copper crys-

tal and the relevant side views from the direction indi-

cated by an arrow mark, where T = 0 K. The open circles

of the side view mean atoms in the same plane.
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Fig. 6 The same as Fig. 5, but for a molybdenum crystal.
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Fig. 7 The same as Fig. 5, but for a germanium crystal.



( a ) Zn(OOOl)
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(b) Zn(ll20)
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(C) Zn(lOlO)
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( d ) Zn(lOlO)
10010]

Fig. 8 The cane as Fig. 5, but for a zinc crystal.
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employed surface binding energies are listed in Table 6.


